
Strategies Applied:

•Tilapia: I’m a huge proponent of serving fresh fish whenever possible (yeah, 

I’m a snob…) but the frozen fillets I used were a) inexpensive and b) really 
convenient. I can see their appeal – they’re so easy and take very little time to 
thaw and cook, and there’s no worry about what day you need to serve them – 
just pull from the freezer, do a quick thaw under running water and you’re 
ready to go. I have noticed some brands have coupons now and then, it goes on
sale quite often, and is really reasonable during Lent. I picked mine up at Aldi 
for $5.99 for 32 ounces, 10 fillets. Four were $2.40
•Bread Crumbs: I’ve brought bread crumbs once, when a friend asked me if I’d

pick up a can of Progresso Crumbs on my way to a dinner at their house. I was 
horrified how expensive they were. I always make my own from the left over 
bread and toss them in the freezer for when I need them (see my post on bread
crumbs.) When I am sautéing something, I use the once I’ve toasted rather 
than soft bread crumbs. Since they are made from a normally discarded 
ingredient, I don’t count any cost.
•Fresh Herbs: I grow my own in the garden, and also keep a few ones I often 

use on the back steps in a strawberry pot. When winter comes, I bring indoors. 
Indoors is not always ideal for herb growing, but since a plant costs about the 
same as a bunch, there’s really no loss, even if it dies off; just snip and dry. 
•Garlic: I look for a price of about $2.99 a pound, or about 54 cents a head. 

Check the pricing of the bulk per pound as opposed to the packaged. I never 
really find it on sale, but I use so much, I pay attention and buy a bit more when
I see the price is lower.
•Olive Oil: I have a little strategy for buying olive oil – using coupons and sales 

to lower the price, so click on the link. I think it’s important to use olive oil as 
opposed to many others – the health benefits outweigh a bit more extra cost, 
and it can be had at a very reasonable price. I also like the fact that Olive oil 
contains no hidden trans fats like Canola or Vegetable oil. 
•Lemon: In season in the winter months here – lemons are often on sale 

through out the year 4 to a dollar. The rind holds as much or more flavor than 
the juice, so I often grate it off before using and store in a Ziploc in my freezer –
the little bit dries up but still holds more flavor than the store bought. If I’m in a 
pinch and don’t have lemon, I’ll use it instead. Microwave your lemon for a bit if
it’s hard and/or roll it on the counter before you juice it and it will break down 
easier. If you just need a small amount, pierce your lemon with a fork and 
squeeze out, then remember to use it – later. I bag it and put it in the door of 
the fridge. Cost for half a lemon – 17 cents?
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